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A large number of eukaryotic cells are able to directly detect external chemical gradients with
great accuracy and the ultimate limit to their sensitivity has been a topic of debate for many years.
Previous work has been done to understand many aspects of this process but little attention has
been paid to the possibility of emergent sensing states. Here we examine how cooperation between
sensors existing in a two dimensional network, as they do on the cell’s surface, can both enhance
and fundamentally alter the response of the cell to a spatially varying signal. We show that weakly
interacting sensors linearly amplify the cell’s response to an external gradient while a network of
strongly interacting sensors form a collective non-linear response with two separate domains of active
and inactive sensors forming what have called a “1/2-state” . In our analysis we examine the cell’s
ability to sense the direction of a signal and pay special attention to the substantially di↵erent
behavior realized in the strongly interacting regime.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cells of all types move under the influence of chemi-
cal signals in order to participate in important biological
functions [1]. To do this cells have developed special sen-
sors which bind to particular molecules which make up
an external signal. Small cells commonly employ a in-
tegration process where the cell compares concentration
signals over time along their path [2]. Large cells, on the
other hand, can directly measure concentration gradients
across their cell bodies and do not have to integrate the
signal as they travel along [3, 4]. In both schemes the
cell is able to sense the extremely small di↵erences in the
direction and magnitude of the chemical gradient. In the
case of eukaryotic spatial sensing the cell is sensitive to a
1%� 2% di↵erence in concentration across the cell body
[5]. This exquisite ability is especially impressive con-
sidering the inherently noisy and dynamic nature of the
sensor and signal.

There have been numerous theoretical attempts at un-
derstanding this sensitivity and the limits to it, start-
ing first with the seminal work completed by Berg and
Purcell [6] which posited a minimal uncertainty in con-
centration sensing due to the di↵usion of the signal it-
self. Further work has been done to include the e↵ects
of ligand-sensor dynamics and cooperativity on sensing
[7–15] as well as more recent works seeking to understand
the uncertainty associated with spatial sensing [16, 17].
The models and ideas have had many successes but some
questions and undiscovered possibilities still remain.

One notable question regards the existence and possi-
ble benefits of cooperating sensors. An intriguing model
of cooperativity maps the activity of sensors onto an in-
teracting Ising model where it is clear that the inter-
actions can enhance the instantaneous response of the
sensors to the direction and concentration of an external
stimulus [17] for a 1D system of sensors. However if the

cell is interested in detecting mean concentration aver-
aged over time, for example to average over input fluctu-
ations, it has been shown that the signal-to-noise ratio is
in general decreased for interacting sensors [18] making
the benefit of cooperation less clear for certain tasks. The
results presented here are relevant for direction sensing
in eukaryotic cells which can occur in stationary cells [4]
and concern the determination of a concentration gra-
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FIG. 1: (color online) A schematic of the cell in a chemical
gradient.
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dient’s direction, not its magnitude. There is some evi-
dence that cells can do reasonably well even at the level
of single snapshots of the receptor occupancy field [19],
and so the issue of time-averaging is not as crucial. We
will return to this issue later. Direct evidence for inter-
acting sensors in eukaryotic systems is hard to find, but
has not be ruled out either. The primary result of this
work is to show that for strongly interacting sensors in
a 2D network local interactions do not to enhance the
behavior of individual sensor measurements but instead
form a collective response to a signal gradient creating a
previously unexplored direction sensing system.

A. Model

In this letter we will not address the precise biological
mechanisms which generate interactions between sensors,
but will instead suppose their existence and assume that
the sensors are evenly distributed over the cell and that
they interact locally with one another. Here we will be
especially interested in the additional phenomena exhib-
ited by the sensors when they are placed in a true 2D
network, as exists on the surface of the cell. In doing so
we will uncover two regimes of cooperative sensing which
are separated by a critical value in interaction strength.
For weakly or non-interacting sensor the system displays
linear behavior in which interactions quantitatively en-
hance, but do not qualitatively alter, the performance of
the cell’s sensing. This regime is identical in most ways to
the behavior seen in 1D systems [17] . For strongly inter-
acting sensors the system can form a collective response
which is qualitatively di↵erent behavior than the linear
phase and what is predicted for a strictly 1D system.
This behavior has been unexplored in previous works.

To explore the consequences of cooperativity we will
consider a large number N of sensors evenly distributed
[20] over the sphere where each sensor is able to take on
two states: active (Si = +1) or inactive (Si = �1) . We
will imagine there are two e↵ects felt by a single sensor:
the first is a nearest-neighbor interaction energy J (which
could be the result of sensor-sensor interactions as well
as internal ’downstream’ dynamics) in units of thermal
energy which acts only between nearest neighbor sensors
< i, j > and the second an energy Hi associated with
a single active state (or inactive state �Hi) due to an
external chemical field. The total energy of the system
thus given by

E = �J
X

<i,j>

SiSj �
X

i

HiSj (1)

This form is precisely that of an interacting Ising model
with nearest-neighbor interactions. The energy Hi is
the external input and is derived from matching the
Boltzmann probability Pon(i) = eHi/(eHi + e�Hi) to the
sensor-ligand kinetic probability Pon(i) = Ci/(Ci +Kd)
in chemical equilibrium where Kd = k�/k+ is the disso-
ciation constant. Comparing the two gives a single-site

free energy

Hi =
1

2
ln

Ci

Kd
(2)

We will view this local free-energy as a external field
which e↵ects the sensor energy at each site as HiSi.
To explore the properties of the system we shall specify

the exact form of the external gradient Hi, and a partic-
ularly nice choice is a symmetric exponentially disturbed
concentration pointed at an angle '̂ in the x � y plane
given by Ci = Co exp[2p cos (�i � '̂)] . We have made
this choice because it causes the local field Hi to break
down nicely into a constant H0 = 1

2 ln
C0
Kd

and spatially
varying component H (�i) = p cos (�i � '̂) making the
properties we wish to examine easy to explore.

B. Results

The existence of collective states for interaction
strengths over a critical coupling Jc is a signature of 2D
systems and this feature makes it necessary to employ
di↵erent strategies for a weakly interacting (J < Jc) sys-
tems, which respond in a linear fashion, than for strongly
interacting (J > Jc) systems. The latter can form a col-
lective state, which we will call the “1/2-state” and fall
outside of a linear response analysis.
For weakly interacting sensors in a gradient where

H0 ⇠ 0 we can employ the power of linear response the-
ory, using the 2D Ising zero field response function, to
compute the linear response of the sensors < SL > when
placed into a weak spatially varying field. The response
is given as function of angle in the applied field plane as

< SL(�) > = p
N

3
c1(J) cos(�� '̂) (3)

where the coe�cient c1(J) depends on the interaction
strength J and is the only coe�cient left over from the
spherical harmonic expansion of the response function
(see Appendix). Figure 2 compares the analytical ex-
pression to results from Monte-Carlo simulations of in-
teracting sensors with the predicted linear-response given
by the dotted lines. Just as in one dimension the linear
response of the sensor activity to the external gradient
for the 2D system with J < Jc is pointed in the direction
of the field and proportional to the locally applied field
strength p with increased response c1(J) for J > 0.
The cell can use the response of the sensors to con-

struct an estimate for the gradient direction by con-
sidering the spatial dependence of the average activ-
ity. For small p the values are normally distributed
and can be used as estimators for the external gradi-
ent direction and magnitude. The estimators provide
a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) for the lower-
bound [21] in the uncertainty of the cell’s estimate of
the direction of the gradient yielding a minimum of
��2
'̂ = N⇡2c1(J)p2/12 which is similar to the previously

obtained 1D result [17].
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FIG. 2: (color online) The figures were made by placing 5000
sensors in a spatially varying field with strength p at H0 = 0.
Figure 2a shows the activity of the sensors < S(�) > in the
plane of an applied external field from � = 0 : ⇡ at a fixed
gradient steepness of p = 10% . Figure 2b shows the average
activity asymmetry M1 along the applied gradient direction
(normalized by the number of sensors N) as a function of the
applied gradient strength p. In both figures the points are
from Monte-Carlo simulations while the dotted curves corre-
spond to the linear-response (average activity) < SL(�) >
and the solid curves to the collective “1/2-state” response
< SC(�) > .

In the strongly interacting regime ( J > Jc ), when
the constant field |H0| is large, the system simply freezes
into a totally active or inactive state and is not capa-
ble of spatial sensing. However, when the constant field
is smaller than the asymmetric component p > |H0| we
have found that the response of strongly interacting sen-
sors is to form a robust collective state with two regions
of active and inactive sensors. When H0 ⇠ 0 the domain
perfectly divides the cell into active and inactive regions
-forming a “1/2-state”- separated along the equator of
the cell orthogonal to the direction of the external field.

The collective nature of the strongly interacting state
requires a di↵erent approach than previously considered.
Following the Landau-Ginzburg prescription for collec-
tive behavior one can construct the strongly interacting
sensor profile (see Appendix) as

< SC(�) >= S0 tanh(A(p, J) cos(�� b̂)) (4)

The profile shows strongest response in the direction b̂
(which can be di↵erent than the applied field direction
'̂ ) and smoothly crosses over from active to inactive.
The coe�cient A(p, J) determines how sharp the transi-
tion from active to inactive is and S0 the average activ-
ity in the two domains away from the transition region.
The analytical expression for the response of the collec-
tive state for various interaction strengths J > Jc are
shown by solid curves in figure 2 and are compared to
Monte-Carlo simulations with corresponding interaction
strengths .
The collective profile < SC(�) > is near the maximum

possible response for a system of sensors in a spatially
varying field where there is an discontinuous transition in
sensor activity from on to o↵, separating the sphere into
two completely active and inactive domains of equal size,
something we have called a “1/2-state”. The most favor-
able configuration of the “1/2-state” is complete align-
ment with the external field, however it will fluctuate
away from perfect alignment and encounter an energy
cost due to the strain created between the sensors and
the applied field. This energy is given as a function of
the separation � = '̂ � b̂ between the direction of the
external field '̂ and the direction of the “1/2-state” b̂ as
(see )

E = �
X

i

HiSi = �pNS0f(A)

2
cos � (5)

In the small deviation limit � ⇡ 0 the Boltzmann energy
probability distribution for the alignment of the “1/2-
state” is a normal distribution given by

G(b̂|'̂) = 1p
2⇡�2

e�
('̂�b̂)2

2�2 (6)

with mean '̂ and variance ��2 = pNS0f(A)/2. From the
probability density function G and the principles of MLE
[21] we can calculate the expected minimum knowledge
of the external gradient direction '̂ setting the theoret-
ical lower limit of the cell’s ability to sense the gradient
direction at any given instant given as

�2
'̂ =

2

pNS0f(A)
(7)

When the transition from the domain of active sensors
to inactive sensors is abrupt f(A) ! 1, S0 ! 1 (which
happens for modest choices of J, p) the limit to the un-
certainty in direction sensing is set by the number of
sensors and the applied field magnitude ��2

'̂ ⇠ pN . This
scaling is independent of the particular choices made for
the strength or nature of the interaction between sen-
sors. Figure 3a compares Monte-Carlo data to the ana-
lytical expression for the uncertainty in direction sensing
at H0 ⇠ 0 for both non-interacting, weakly interacting
and strongly interacting systems.
The expressions presented so far are only true for a

purely spatially varying field situated at H0 ⇠ 0 which
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corresponds to the area where C0 ⇠ Kd . Away from
the near zero background region, but with the require-
ment that H0 < p, most of the qualitative results will
remain true with modified quantitative expressions. For
J > Jc a collective state can still form for small H0

but with unequally sized domains separated by the point
where H0 + p cos(�) = 0 which occurs at the angle � =
cos�1(�H0

p ) . This changes the energy cost of the sys-
tem being misaligned from the external field resulting in
a decreased accuracy in determining the direction of the
gradient with variance given for the idealized “1/2-state”

in a non-zero constant field by ��2
'̂ = p

q
1� H2

0
p2 N/2

. Figure 3b shows the uncertainty in direction for non-
zero background fields with fixed asymmetry magnitude
p. The noticeable deviation of the simulation data from
the analytical expression as |Ho| ! p for strongly inter-
acting sensors is due to the extra source of fluctuations
for increasingly small domain sizes. As the region of ac-
tive (or inactive) sensors becomes smaller the fluctuation
in the domain itself become significant and the likelihood
that a fluctuation can push the system of sensors into a
completely active (or inactive) state becomes large result-
ing in a decreased ability to sense the gradient direction.

C. Discussion

The existence of the “1/2-state” for strongly interact-
ing sensors is a novel response of sensing models to ex-
ternal cues resulting in an enhanced ability for the cell
to determine the gradient direction when H0 ⇠ 0.

For all 1D, as well as weakly and strongly interacting
2D systems, the lower-bound decreases with increased
sensor number as �2

'̂ ⇠ N�1. However, there is a sub-
stantial di↵erence in the gradient strength dependence,
where for both 1D and 2D weakly interacting systems
�2
'̂ ⇠ p�2 whereas for strongly interacting 2D systems

�2
'̂ ⇠ p�1 this di↵erence means that the “1/2-state” is

significantly better at directional sensing for small p by
an order of magnitude (see fig. 2a) . This result can
be intuitively understood if one contrasts the weak p de-
pendence in the response strength of the “1/2-state” to
the linear p dependence for the weakly interacting state’s
response strength. This comparison reveals at a simple
level that there is a linear cost in p for misalignment in
the “1/2-state” versus a quadratic cost for misalignment
in weakly interacting systems; this shows that the finding
that �2

'̂ ⇠ p�1 for the “1/2-state” versus �2
'̂ ⇠ p�2 for

weakly interacting systems is due to the weak p depen-
dence of the “1/2-state” .

One issue that needs further discussion is the rate at
which the sensing apparatus can adapt to changing stim-
uli if it is operating in the strongly-interacting regime.
This is relevant both for the question of how long it
would take the system to respond to a new gradient and
also as to whether time-averaging would improve or de-
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FIG. 3: (color online) Figure 3a is the uncertainty �2
'̂ in direc-

tion for changing values of asymmetry magnitude p atH0 = 0.
Figure 3b is the uncertainty �2

'̂ in direction for varying back-

ground field levels H0 = 1
2 ln C0

Kd
at a fixed asymmetry mag-

nitude of p = 10% . In both figures the circles, crosses, and
triangles are Monte-Carlo results for non-interacting, weakly
interacting and strongly interacting (“1/2-state”) systems re-
spectively while the dashed and solid lines are the analyti-
cal results for the systems with the corresponding interaction
strengths (shown in the figure).

grade the signal-to-noise ratio. For strongly-interacting
systems with constant field components p < H0 the fa-
vorable configuration of sensors is to be totally active
or inactive. Because of this, for J > Jc the history of
the environment plays a crucial role in determining the
time-dependent collective response of the system. There
are two distinct time-scales concerning sensing in the
strongly interacting regime; the first concerns the for-
mation of the “1/2-state” and the second the dynamical
behavior of the formed “1/2-state” itself. While we have
not yet carried out analytical explorations into these mat-
ters, numerical simulations (presented in the Appendix)
show that the collective state is able to is able to fol-
low a dynamical signal with relative ease and is also able
to form on time scales comparable to the external field
changes, as long as the coupling is close to the critical
value. The latter condition is especially important for
the initial formation of the “1/2-state”, since the growth
of this state will be impeded if the initial configuration
does not contain enough “reversed” spins (as compared
to the sign of H0) before the gradient is applied. These
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results clearly illustrate that the dynamical nature of the
“1/2-state”, which is able to discern only the direction of
a gradient but not its magnitude, operates in a manner
distinct from previous studies concerning the dynamical
properties of interacting sensors. However, a full analy-
sis of the dynamical nature of the collective “1/2-state”
has not been carried out here, leaving open a number of
future lines of work.

We would like to emphasize that the particular model
used to study the e↵ects interacting sensors should be
thought of as an avenue to understanding more general
mechanisms of sensing. In this letter we have occupied
ourselves with the examination of both an idealized do-
main formation, which we have called a “1/2-state”, and
a realization of such a state generated by a locally in-
teracting Ising model. Numerous interacting statistical
models could be capable of generating the collective be-
havior necessary for the formation of a domain wall and
the analysis concerning the idealized “1/2-state” only re-
quires that there is some mechanism for sensor coordina-
tion. Once formed, the properties of the collective state
are only e↵ected by the energy associated with an indi-
vidual sensor, making the concept of a “1/2-state” extend

beyond Ising like models of sensors.

While the evidence for strongly interacting sensors in
eukaryotic systems is currently lacking it is clear that
theoretically their existence would dramatically increase
the cell’s ability to accurately respond to external cues
in a static environment. Our analysis clearly demon-
strates that interacting sensors can not only increase the
ability of the cell to response to external cues, but can
fundamentally alter the nature of the response resulting
in drastically increased accuracy.
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II. APPENDIX

A. Linear Response

For non-interacting sensors the 2D nature of the net-
work does not substantially e↵ect any of the results from
1D systems. To see this we will construct the systems
energy and factorize it into direct products of the to-
tal response activity M and response spatial asymmetry
M1,2 as

E = �
X

i

HiSj = �MH0 � (M1↵1 +M2↵2) (8)

where the sum is done over all N sensors and we have
used (↵1,↵2) = p(cos '̂, sin '̂) and M =

P
n Sn, M1 =P

n Sn cos�n, M2 =
P

n Sn sin�n and have factored the
field as Hi = H0 + H(�i) and taken a nice form for
the spatial component H (�i) = p cos (�i � '̂) and the
constant component Ho = 1

2 ln
C0
Kd

. The rationale and
matching of the field components to the binding proba-
bility is given in the main text. Since the energy has this
simple form the expected values are easy to calculate and
are given by

< M1,2 >= 2
@ lnZ

@↵1,2
= µ↵1,2 (9)

where Z is the partition function for the system and µ =
N C0Kd

4(C0+Kd)2
. The variance for the two quantities can be

calculated with ease due to the structure of the energy
and is given by

V ar(M1,2) = 2
@ < M1,2 >

@↵1,2
= 2µ (10)

The linear response of the sensors < Sn > for Jc >
J > 0 when placed into the applied field is given by

< Sn >=
X

m

�n,mH (�m) (11)

Though the 2D response function �(J)m,n is known
for planar or toroidal geometries [22, 23] the response
�(J)m,n is only sensitive to the geometry (i.e. scalar dis-
tance) of the system and are unchanged by the global
topology. Indeed we have found a critical value of Jc ⇠
.44 for our 2D spherical network matching the known re-
sults for other 2D systems. This will allow us to freely
use �(J)m,n in our spherical topology however only in
the regime J < Jc. We will write the response function,
which only depends on the length between the two points
on the sphere rn,m = |~rn � ~rm| =

p
2R

p
1� r̂ · r̂0 =p

2R
p
1� cos�, in a spherical harmonic basis as

�(✓,�; ✓0,�0) =
X

l

cl(J)Pl [cos�]

=
X

l

4⇡

2l + 1

l=+mX

l=�m

cl(J)Ylm (✓,�)Y ⇤
lm (✓0,�0)

(12)

where we have related the z functions Pl to the spherical
harmonic functions Ylm through the Addition Theorem
of Spherical Harmonics [24] and the coe�cients are cal-
culated by projecting the response function [22, 23] onto
Legendre functions.

�(J)m,n =
⇠3/4

221/8⇡

e�rn,m/⇠

r2n,m
(13)

where ⇠ = 1
4(J�Jc)

is the correlation length near the tran-
sition. The use of the above function has multiple poten-
tial issues concerning its validity in the short range limit
as well the Euclidian versus arc length distance between
points along the sphere. We have found neither to be too
concerning on theoretical or numerical grounds.
To evaluate the expression we convert the summation

into an integral by assuming an even density of many
sensors across the surface of the sphere by including a
factor of N

4⇡2 and compute the response in the frame of

the external field then move back into the frame of the
cell. The average response is given as

< S(✓̃) > =
N

4⇡

Z
d⌦0�(✓̃, �̃; ✓0,�0)H(✓0,�0)

= p
N

4⇡

X

l,m

4⇡

2l + 1
clYlm

Z
d⌦0Y ⇤

lm (✓0,�0) cos ✓0

= p
N

4⇡

X

l,m

4⇡

2l + 1
clYlm

Z
d⌦0Y ⇤

lm (✓0,�0)

r
4⇡

3
Y10

= p
N

3
c1 cos ✓̃

(14)

where only the first coe�cient c1(J) is needed due to
the symmetry created by our choice in the external field.
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Moving from the frame of the applied field back to the
frame of the cell gives the average response as

< SL(�) >= p
N

3
c1(J) cos(�� '̂) (15)

Now we can calculate the expected values of M1,2 by
averaging over the system as

< M1 > =

Z
d⌦ < S(✓,�) > cos� sin ✓

= pN
⇡2

6
c1(J) cos '̂ = µ(J)↵1

(16)

and

< M2 > =

Z
d⌦ < S(✓,�) > sin� sin ✓

= pN
⇡2

6
c1(J) sin '̂ = µ(J)↵2

(17)

where we have used (↵1,↵2) = p(cos '̂, sin '̂) and µ(J) =

N ⇡2

6 c1(J). The coe�cient c1(J) is plotted below as a
function of J .

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5J0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

c1HJL

FIG. 4: Legendre coe�cient c1(J) for response function ex-
pansion as a function of interaction strength J > Hc

The calculation of the variances V ar(M1,2) is made
easy again from the energy structure of the system (even
in the presence of interactions) and is given by eq 10.
To find the lower-bound on the accuracy of the cell to
sense the direction of the gradient let us consider the
probability density function of the two estimators M1,2

G =
1

2⇡�2
exp(� (M1� < M1 >)2 + (M2� < M2 >)2

2�2
)

(18)

which is the probability density of finding values M1,2

given an applied field with values ↵1,2 where �2 =
V ar(M1,2). With M1,2 as estimators we can use the
properties of maximum-likelihood estimation [21] to cal-
culate the Cramer-Rao lower bound associated with the
direction of the applied field '̂

�2
'̂ =

2

µ(J)p2
=

12

N⇡2c1(J)p2
(19)

B. Collective State

The collective state created by the strongly interacting
sensors is a division of the sphere into two regions, one
with average activity and one with average inactivity. In
the main text we have referred to this as a “1/2-state”
because roughly half of the sensors are active and half
are inactive and the spatial projections M1,2 approach
their maximum value of 1/2 . The average sensor activity
profile can be determined through the Ginzburg-Landau
free energy equation of motion for the average activity

kr2S(x) = H(x)� aS(x)� bS(x)3 (20)

where the coe�cients k, a, b are well defined functions and
constants of the coupling J . The homogenous solution
(H = 0) to this equation with boundary conditions of
S(x >> 0) ! S0 andS(x << 0) ! �S0 is

SC(�) = S0 tanh(Ax) (21)

with x = cos�. To generate an approximate solution
to the inhomogeneous equation H(�) = p cos� we can
expand the homogeneous solution near S(�) = 0 in the
inhomogeneous equation generating a matching condi-
tion which yields A ⇠ p

k+a , while the boundary con-
ditions S(x >> 0) ! S0 andS(x << 0) ! �S0 are
matched to the system by considering the self-consistent
average sensor activity at the boundary given by S0 =
tanh(JS0 +H(� = 0)).
Since the sloshing or deviation of the domain from the

external direction doesn’t change the steepness of the
turn from “on” to “o↵” we only need to worry about the
energy cost due to the sensors fighting against the field
and not against each other. So we need to understand
the activation energy

E = �
X

i

HiSi ! �
Z

d�N(�)S (�)H(�) (22)

where N(�) is the number of receptors at the angle �
and S (�) the average activity of receptors. In practice
the field H (�) and the domain S(�) point in arbitrary
and distinct directions '̂ and b̂ respectively. To calculate
the energy cost as as a function of the separation � = '̂�b̂
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we compute this energy in the frame of the “1/2-state”
in the b̂ direction

E = �pS0
N

2

Z
d� cos (�� �) sin (�) tanh (A cos (�))

= �pS0
N

2
cos �

Z
d� cos (�) sin (�) tanh (A cos (�))

+ �pS0
N

2
sin �

Z
d� sin (�) sin (�) tanh (A cos (�))

= �pS0
N

2
cos �f(A)

(23)

where we used N(�) = N
2 sin(�) and have set f(A) =R

d�0 cos (�0) sin (�0) tanh (A cos (�0)) . This function is
easy to integrate numerically and is plotted below as a
function of A.

0 2 4 6 8 10A0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

fHAL

FIG. 5: Integration constant f(A) for “1/2-state”

In the idealized limit (which is very close to what hap-
pens in the Ising model setup we have) A >> 1 )
tanh (A cos (�0)) ⇠ Step Function ) f1(A) ! 1, S0 !
1 . This is the idealized “1/2-state” and has energy given
by

E = �p
N

2
cos � (24)

So we can see that when the domain is correctly aligned
with the external gradient (� = 0) the system sits in the
bottom of an energy well with depth �pN

2 and pushing
the orientation away from the external gradient takes en-
ergy to move up the wall.

We would also like to know what the energy cost is
for a non-zero background field. We’ll only do this for
the idealized state where the activity is perfectly divided
by the point which the e↵ective field H(�⇤) = 0 which
happens at �⇤ = cos�1(H0

p ) + '̂ giving

(25)

E = �
Z

d�N
⇣
�� b̂

⌘
S
⇣
�� b̂

⌘
H(�� '̂)

= �N

2

Z
d� (p cos(�� '̂) +H0) sin�S (�)

= �N

2

Z �⇤+�

2⇡��⇤+�

d� (p cos(�) +H0)

+
N

2

Z 2⇡��⇤+�

�⇤+�

d� (p cos(�) +H0)

= �p
N

2

0

@2⇡ � 4 cos�1(�H0

p
)� 4

s

1� H2
0

p2
p cos �

1

A

With the energy we can construct the probability of the
“1/2-state” pointing away from the external direction as

P (�) =
e�E(�)

R
d�e�E(�)

(26)

Using the above derived energy and expanding cos � ⇠
1� 1

2�
2 yields

P (�) = N (0,�) (27)

with a variance given for the zero-field system ��2
'̂ =

pNS0f(A)/2 which for the idealized zero constant field
is ��2

'̂ = pN/2 and for the idealized non-zero constant

field p
q

1� H2
0

p2 N/2

C. Dynamic Simulation Results

Below are two plots which show the the formation of
the “1/2-state” in time as well as the dynamic changes
of the formed “1/2-state”.
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FIG. 6: The formation of a “1/2-state” is shown by watching
the receptor asymmetry in time following a shift in field values
from H0 = .1, p = 0 for t < 0 to H0 = .1, p = .2 and held
constant for t > 0. Light lines are individual simulations and
dark lines averages each shown to reveal the stochastic nature
of the “1/2-state” formation in the strongly coupled regime.
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FIG. 7: The dynamic rotation of a “1/2-state” in a field of
H0 = .1, p = .2 is shown by watching the receptor asymmetry
in time following a shift in field directions from '̂ = 0 ! ⇡

4
at t = 0. Light lines are individual simulations and dark lines
averages. It is clear from the adaptability and lack of hystere-
sis that the “1/2-state” dynamics are collective in nature and
operate on a time-scale distinct from individual receptors.

In figure 6 the formation of a “1/2-state” is shown.
For time t < 0 the field values are H0 = .1, p = 0
and the system has been given su�cient time to relax
into a completely active state for the two interactions
J > Jc. At t = 0 there is a hard shift in field values from
H0 = .1, p = 0 to H0 = .1, p = .2 for t > 0 putting the
system in a regime in which a “1/2-state” is able to form .
The figure shows the asymmetric receptor activity which
is the signature of the “1/2-state” formation. It is clear
from data that a system with coupling J = 1 requires
longer formation times on average than a system with
J = .5 to form the “1/2-state” , which displays formation

times on the same order as the weakly interacting J = .1
state. This result is due to the fact that for values of J
close to Jc there are more receptors active (or inactive
depending on H0) than there are for values of J away
from Jc making the formation of the collective state faster
once the receptors enter the regime p > H0 where the
formation of the “1/2-state” is possible.

In figure 7 for t < 0 the simulation has come to re-
lax in a “1/2-state” in a field with values H0 = 0, p = .2
pointed in the direction '̂ = 0. At t = 0, '̂ ! ⇡

4 rotating
the field by ⇡

4 away from the “1/2-state” alignment. The
figure shows the rotation of the system back into agree-
ment with the direction of the external field '̂ = ⇡

4 as
indicated by the receptor asymmetry as measured in the
new gradient direction. The value of 1/2 indicates full
alignment and it is clear that even after a hard shift in
gradient direction both strongly interacting systems are
able to move into alignment on time-scales comparable
to the field dynamics. The lack of hysteresis and quick
adaptation is indicative of the collective state’s funda-
mentally di↵erent behavior that strongly-interacting in-
dividual receptor behavior where the time-scales associ-
ated with changing are significantly slowed-down due to
the interaction.

D. Monte-Carlo Information

The computational results where made by simulating
the behavior of N = 5, 000 sensors configured in a 2
dimensional network which has a spherical topology. The
relaxation of the system was done using the Metropolis
algorithm with the energies given by eq (1) of the paper.
Averages where done over 500 system realizations.


